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Disclaimer

• The wiki is exclusively focused on SPMS

– For details on Indico, you will need to go to the Github site

• This talk is somewhat biased by my experiences as scientific secretary / 
Editor-in-Chief

• I will only give a whistle-stop tour, I won’t go into any detail of any of the 
topics in this talk



Getting started

https://www.jacow.org/Editors/HomePage

https://www.jacow.org/Editors/HomePage


Quick guide

These tabs at the top take you to
different sections of the JACoW
website.

In this talk I will focus exclusively on
the organizers/editors tab.

This page menu on the
left allows you to
quickly find the main
topics you could be
looking for.



SiteMap

https://www.jacow.org/Editors/SiteMap

Not as easy to navigate as the page
menus, but provides full access to all
content within the Organizers/Editors
tab.

Good if you know what you’re
looking for.

https://www.jacow.org/Editors/SiteMap


Search

• Click on the magnifying glass in the top-right

– Type the keyword(s) you are looking for



Search

• Example, I’ve searched for the word “registration”

– It gives you every page within jacow.org which has this word in, organised 
by categories



Running a JACoW Conference



Running a JACoW Conference

https://www.jacow.org/Editors/RunningJACoWConference

This contains most of the important
information about running the
conferences.

Not everything is relevant to every
person on the LOC, or to every
conference, but this is a good
overview of most areas.

https://www.jacow.org/Editors/RunningJACoWConference


General timelines, When and Who Does What

https://www.jacow.org/Editors/Tasks

In my opinion, the most
useful link on the previous
page!

The timeline for the
conference is a good guide.
Not everything applies to all
conferences and there is
some wiggle-room in
timings, but it’s a good
baseline!

https://www.jacow.org/Editors/Tasks


SPMS

https://www.jacow.org/Editors/SPMSManualHome

https://www.jacow.org/Editors/SPMSManualHome


SPMS

For the SPMS administrator for your conference (i.e. scientific
secretary and/or editor-in-chief), these two documents were
absolutely essential and explains in detail how to do most of
the SPMS setup throughout the conference.



SPMS

If you haven’t already
done so, you will need
to request and
SPMS/Indico Instance
for your conference.



Request an SPMS/Indico Instance

The request procedure is
detailed and a template for the
email, which must be sent by
the OC chair, outlining the terms
of being a JACoW-supported
conference.



All Things IT

These links are essential and should be
followed carefully.

It is tempting for the LOC/OC chair to try
to cut back the number of editors or
computing equipment, but this will likely
delay your proceedings and risk not
processing all documents in time.



Editing the wiki

https://www.jacow.org/NewWeb/HomePage

This part of the wiki 
describes in detail how to 
modify pages of the wiki.

If you need to change the 
wiki, you will need to be a 
team member and have 
an account.

Please ensure you’ve read 
this information before 
you edit the wiki if you are 
new to it.

https://www.jacow.org/NewWeb/HomePage


Thank you!

Questions?


